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Abstract—In restructured power systems, the transmission
and distribution grids are autonomously utilized by independent
system operator (ISO) and distribution companies (DISCOs),
respectively. As the operating condition of one grid influences the
decisions made by operators of other grids, the ISO and DISCOs
should collaborate and cooperate with each other in order to
operate the entire power system in a secure and economic manner.
According to the concept of system of systems (SoS) engineering,
this paper presents a decentralized decision-making framework
to determine a secure and economical hourly generation schedule
for a transmission system encompassing numbers of active distri-
bution grids. Taking into consideration the physical connections
and shared information between ISO and DISCOs, an SoS-based
SCUC framework is designed and a hierarchical optimization
algorithm is presented to find optimal operating points of all
independent systems in the SoS-based power system architecture.
The numerical results show the effectiveness of the proposed SoS
framework and solution methodology.

Index Terms—Active distribution grid, decentralized optimiza-
tion, security-constrained unit commitment, system of systems.

NOMENCLATURE

Index for generating unit.

Index for active distribution grids.

Index for outer loop iteration.

Index for time period.

Index for inner loop iteration.

Number of active distribution grids.

Number of generating units.

Number of studied period.

Generation cost curve of unit .

Commitment state of unit at time .

Generation of generating unit at time .

Power generated by ISO at period and supplied
to DISCO in ISO’s optimization problem.
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Power demanded by DISCO at time and
supplied by ISO in the ’s optimization
problem.

Startup and shutdown cost of unit at time .

Design variables of the ISO.

Local variables for ISO, subvector of .

Design variables of the DISCO.

Local variables for DISCO, subvector of .

Shared variables between independent systems,
subvector of both and .

Vector of response and target variables.

Multipliers of penalty function in iteration .

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISTRIBUTED generations (DGs) are widely being in-
stalled near the load centers to locally supply power for

the end-users. Connection of the DGs at different voltage and
power levels has led to change in the characteristics of distribu-
tion grids, and consequently introduces active distribution grids
(ADGs) in the restructured power systems. These ADGs are
making power systems more reliable and cost-effective, and are
improving the power quality required by local loads [1]–[3].
Security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC), which refers

to a scheduling of generation resources to satisfy load demand
at the least cost while considering system security, is an impor-
tant decision-making tool in power system operation [4]–[10].
In restructured power systems without DGs and ADGs, the in-
dependent system operator (ISO) runs the SCUC module to
schedule the hourly generation of conventional generating units
connected to the transmission network. As a result, there is the
lack of collaboration and cooperation between transmission and
distribution grids. However, with the increasing deploy of DGs
in present power systems, a decision-making model is required
in order to facilitate the operation of DGs and ADGs, and en-
hance the collaboration and cooperation between transmission
and distribution grids.
Incorporating DGs and ADGs into the SCUCmarket clearing

process, and collaborating conventional generating units with
DGs will improve the performance and the social welfare of the
entire power system. For example, committing economic DGs
in distribution network for producing energy close to the load
centers might make the expensive conventional generators in
transmission network stay off, and it might also impact power
dispatch of the generators. Participation of the ADGs in the mar-
kets not only benefits the ISO but also provides the opportunity
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for the ADGs to contribute into the market and make benefit out
of their own DG units.
Indeed, day-ahead generation scheduling in the ADGs is an

important issue providing the hourly plan for the operation of
the system. Researchers have been working on the consideration
of DGs and ADGs into the SCUC problem. Reference [11] pre-
sented a centralized optimization problem taking into account
the impact of distributed energy resources in reliability con-
strained unit commitment. In [12], a unit commitment was for-
mulated for distribution systems consisting of distributed gener-
ations, controllable loads, and storages. A two-stage scheduling
algorithm for distribution grids was addressed in [13]. This al-
gorithm finds the hourly power generations of distributed en-
ergy resources from a day-ahead energy market. Reference [14]
presented an SCUC problem for day-ahead generation sched-
uling in active distribution grids considering the production cost
of DG units and CO emission penalty cost. In [15], a unit
commitment algorithm was addressed for the coordination be-
tween mid-term maintenance outage decisions and short-term
security-constrained scheduling in active distribution grids. A
bilevel optimization problem was presented in [16] to solve a
multi-period energy acquisition model for a DISCO with DGs
and interruptible loads in a day-ahead electricity market.
Note that in conventional power systems, the distribution sys-

tems are passive grids which could not work separately from the
upstream transmission network. However, as an important issue
in restructured electric power industries, the ISO and active dis-
tribution grid operators (DISCOs) can function independently
with their own operation and control regulations [4]. As these
entities are independent systems being able to be utilized sep-
arately, the competition and collaboration relationship among
them can be represented by the concept of system of systems
(SoS). System of systems refers to a group of systems which
are heterogeneous and independently operable with their own
objectives, while they are linked together for realizing a secure
and reliable operation of the entire SoS [17]. Although there are
similarities between systems engineering and system of systems
engineering, they are different fields of study. The traditional
systems engineering intends to find the optimal operation point
of an individual system. And the SoS tries to find the optimal
operating point of the networks including interacting systems
that work together to satisfy various objectives when guaran-
teeing constraints of the systems. In such an SoS-based power
system, the dispatching and operational independence of each
system should be respected, and meanwhile, the collaboration
among systems should be encouraged. Using centralized opti-
mization algorithms which need all the information of the au-
tonomous systems (ISO/DISCO), might not be the appropriate
way to find the optimal operating point of such SoS-based power
system since generators, loads and network information of each
autonomous system, are usually considered commercially sensi-
tive. On the other hand, determining the entire power system op-
eration including huge numbers of design and control variables
in one centralized optimization model might be challenging.
In this paper, an SoS-based decentralized decision-making

framework is presented in order to solve the SCUC problem of
power systems encompassing active distribution grids. In this
framework, the transmission network and ADGs are modeled as
independent systems which are respectively utilized by ISO and
DISCOs. A decentralized optimization model is formulated to
minimize the operating cost of each individual and autonomous

Fig. 1. Power system as a system of systems.

system while satisfying the security constraints associated with
ISO’s and DISCOs’ operations. Considering the physical con-
nections and shared variables between the systems, and the issue
that the operating point of a system in the SoS may influence the
operating point of the other independent systems, a hierarchical
optimization algorithm is presented to determine an optimal op-
erating point of all the independent systems in the SoS-based
SCUC. This algorithm has a two-loop iterative solution proce-
dure which guarantees a better convergence performance of the
proposed decentralized optimization approach. The presented
SoS-based decentralized SCUC is a procedure in which each
independent utility or operator only deals with its own informa-
tion and schedules for its own internal area and crossing borders
with other systems. Thus, only a limited amount of information
is exchanged among the operators of different systems, and the
operators do not need to exchange all the information, which
might be commercially sensitive, with each other.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The restructured

power system is defined as a system of systems in Section II.
The proposed decentralized decision-making framework and
solution process of the SoS-based SCUC are carried out
in Section III. Numerical testing results are presented in
Section IV. The concluding remarks are provided in Section V.

II. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS BASED SCUC FRAMEWORK

A. Power System as a System of Systems

Compared with that in conventional power systems, the dis-
tribution grid in the future power systems becomes active due to
the inclusion of distributed generation units. As shown in Fig. 1,
in such a power system, the electricity transportation, informa-
tion and cash flow are bidirectional, from transmission system to
active distribution grids or vice versa, and it complicates system
analysis.
In the restructured power systems, defining the transmission

system operator (ISO) and ADG operator (DISCO) as the inde-
pendent system regulators, the operation and control schemes
of the power systems can be designed and implemented in ac-
cordance with an SoS framework. An SoS is described as in-
corporation of task-oriented or dedicated systems in a unique
system in which its components: 1) collect their resources and
capabilities to construct a more complex system that has more
capability and performance than simply the sum of the basic sys-
tems, and 2) are able to independently perform valid functions
in their own right and continue to work to fulfill those purposes
when are separated from the overall system [18]. Formulating
the optimization problem, condition assessment and decision
making under different circumstances, and modeling the eco-
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nomic issues and competitive behavior of the independent sys-
tems are among the challenges facing the implementation of the
SoS framework [18]. In addition, the required data to model the
behaviors of the independent systems and the data flow process
between the systems should be determined and guaranteed.
In this paper, an SoS-based SCUC problem in the restruc-

tured power system is studied. In this model, the ISO is an
autonomous system being responsible for the transmission
system operation, and the DISCOs are other independent
systems utilizing the active distribution grids. The ISO and
each DISCO individually formulate and solve their own SCUC
problem according to their own available generation sources,
network topologies and forecasted loads.

B. SCUC for Autonomous Systems

In general, the SCUC is a constrained optimization problem
intending to minimize the operating cost of the system including
units’ generation and startup/shutdown costs. The equality and
inequality constraints consist of unit commitment constraints
such as power balance, system spinning and operating reserve
requirements, generating unit capacity, and units’ ramping
up/down and minimum on/off time limits, as well as power
flow equations and transmission network security constraints.
The regular SCUC problem can be applied for each au-

tonomous system, ISO and DISCOs. However, there are a
few differences in characteristics of the generating units and
network of the ISO and DISCOs, which result in differences
in their individual SCUC formulations. For example, there
might be many fast DG units in the ADGs, and the ramping
constraints and the minimum on/off time requirements of such
units may be negligible in its hourly SCUC problem. The trans-
mission network is meshed while the distribution network is
usually radial. The ISO and DISCOs solve their own individual
SCUC problem in order to find their own optimal operating
point. Note that in an ADG, there might be several DG units
which have different owners, the DISCO or customers. Beside
its own DG units, the DISCO can play the role of aggregator
and handle the DGs owned by the customers in the proposed
commitment and dispatch problems. Different approaches have
been presented to solve the SCUC problem, like Lagrangian
relaxation and mixed-integer programming (MIP) methods
[4]–[9]. In this paper, the MIP model presented in [7] is applied
to solve the regular SCUC of each independent system.

III. DECENTRALIZED DECISION-MAKING SOLUTION

If there is no connection between the transmission network
and ADGs, the ISO and DISCOs can apply the existing SCUC
algorithms to find the hourly generation schedule of their own
generating units. However, when the transmission network and
ADGs are indeed linked together, the optimal operating point
of one of them impacts the operating point of others. In order
to model this interaction between the systems in the SoS-based
SCUC problem, and to find the optimal operating point of the
ISO and DISCOs, a decentralized decision-making solution is
presented in this section, which will better accommodate dis-
tributed technologies and active distribution grids participation
into the market. A hierarchical two-level optimization algorithm
can be applied to implement the decentralized decision-making
solution to the SoS-based SCUC problem.

Fig. 2. (a) An ADG physically connected to ISO, (b) hierarchical two-level
SoS structure, and (c) modeling target and response variables.

A. Hierarchical Two-Level Optimization Problem

Fig. 2(a) shows anADGphysically connected to the transmis-
sion system. Assume that the formula (1) expresses the general
SCUC problem for the ISO:

(1)

where represents the design variables for the ISO, is overall
objective function, and and are all inequality and equality
constraints for the ISO. The same general optimization problem
is written for the DISCO as an independent system:

(2)

In (2), represents the design variables for the DISCO, is the
objective function, and and are constraints for the DISCO.
The transmission system and ADG are linked through the sub-
station system, and have shared variables with each other. In-
troduce and as the local design variables which are exclu-
sively for ISO and DISCO, respectively. Also, introduce the set
of design variables which represents the shared variables be-
tween these two independent systems. Then, (1) and (2) can be
rewritten as (3) and (4), respectively:

(3)

(4)

Because of the shared variable , (3) and (4) cannot be solved
separately. In order to decompose the above optimization prob-
lems andmake them independently solvable, a hierarchical two-
level SoS structure is presented in Fig. 2(b) in which the ISO is
located in upper level and DISCO is in lower level. Two dif-
ferent sets of variables are introduced to model the shared vari-
ables and formulate the self-governing objective functions and
constraints related to each independent system. The first vari-
able, , is called target variable which is vector of the shared
variables between two systems sending from ISO to DISCO.
In fact, is transmitted from the system in upper level toward
the system in lower level. Response variable, , is the second
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variable which is vector of the shared variables sending from
DISCO in the lower level toward the ISO in the upper level.
According to the target and response variables, the consistency
constraint expressed by (5) is introduced [19]:

(5)

Constraint (5) should be regarded in the optimization prob-
lems of ISO and DISCO. Using the penalty function, the con-
sistency constraints can be relaxed. Then, the separated ISO and
DISCO’s local optimization problems are (6) and (7), respec-
tively:

(6)

(7)

B. Modeling Target and Response Variables

In this subsection, both target and response variables, as
shared variables between the systems, are identified based on
the physical connection between the transmission system and
ADGs. As shown in Fig. 2, the power exchange through the
physical connection is the shared variable between these two
independent systems. This variable links the SCUC problems of
ISO and DISCO together. Assume that the power is transferred
from the ISO toward DISCO. The target and response variables
can be modeled as shown in Fig. 2(c) where ISO is the inde-
pendent system 0 and DISCO is system 1. From the DISCO’s
perspective, the line flow is modeled as a pseudo generator
supplying to DISCO; from the ISO’s perspective, the line flow
is modeled as a pseudo load supplied by ISO. Therefore, is
the pseudo generation for the DISCO, and is the pseudo load
for ISO. It should be noted that the pseudo generation might
be negative which means the power is delivered to the ISO by
DISCO, and the pseudo load of ISO, , may also be negative.
Here, the power demanded by DISCO and supplied by ISO in

the DISCO’s optimization problem is defined in (8); the power
generated by ISO and supplied to DISCO in ISO’s optimiza-
tion problem is (9). In addition, both variables and
should be between minimum and maximum capacity of the line
connecting the transmission network to :

(8)

(9)

C. Multi-ADGs and Multi-Period Model

When there are many ADGs connected to the transmission
network, Fig. 2 can be extended to Fig. 3. The only system in
upper level is ISO and all DISCOs are located in lower level.
The ISO has shared variables with many DISCOs, and its op-
timization problem (6) is modified by (10) which includes the

Fig. 3. Power system in the form of a hierarchical two-level SoS.

penalty function modeling consistency constraints between ISO
and all DISCOs:

(10)

Considering multi time intervals and using a second-order
function to model the penalty function [19], the ISO’s op-
timization problem (10) is further modified by (11) where the
symbol represents the Hadamard product: an entry-wise mul-
tiplication of two vectors:

(11)

Similarly, the optimization problem of can be rewritten
in (12):

(12)

In (11) and (12), , and are respectively shared, target
and response variables between ISO and at time .
The penalty function consists of two terms, linear and quadratic.

and are multipliers associated with linear and quadratic
terms, respectively, and they will be updated during the itera-
tive solving process. An important feature of the second-order
penalty function is that it is a convex quadratic curve. Thus, the
problem can be easily solved using the quadratic optimization
solvers. However, this quadratic penalty function can be piece-
wise linearized as presented in Appendix A.

D. Coupling Constraints Handling in SCUC Problems

SCUC problems of independent systems are connected to-
gether using the penalty function and target and response vari-
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ables in order to find the results for the entire power system.
Therefore, the following SCUC problem (13) is formulated for

:

(13)

The first term of (13) is for the production cost, startup and
shutdown costs of ’s generating units. The second
term is the penalty function related to the shared variables
with ISO. Notice that in the penalty function, the response
variables need to be determined, but the values of
target variables are received from the ISO. Meanwhile,
the regular SCUC constraints should be satisfied.
The SCUC problem (14) is for the ISO. The response vari-

ables received from the DISCOs are used to model the penalty
function. In this problem, is treated as the vector of de-
sign variables while is treated as a constant term:

(14)

Similarly, in (14), the first term represents the production cost,
startup and shutdown costs of ISO’s generating units, the second
term is penalty function related to the shared variables with
DISCOs, and the regular SCUC constraints should be satisfied.
In the SoS-based SCUC problem, the ISO and , as

the autonomous systems, may have different restrictions for
amount of power exchange between them. Thus, in addition to
regular SCUC constraints, the following constraint is regarded
in the above SCUC problems of and ISO:

(15)

where and are minimum and maximum allow-
able values for the power exchange between ISO and at
period from the ISO’s perspective; and and are
minimum and maximum acceptable values from the ’s
perspective.

E. Solution Procedure

Fig. 4 illustrates the solution procedure of the proposed hier-
archical two-level optimization algorithm which determines the
optimal SCUC results for the ISO and DISCOs. This algorithm
has two iteration loops, inner and outer, which are explained as
follows.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the solving process.

Step 1: Set the iteration index for the inner loop
and for the outer loop, and choose initial values for

and .
Step 2: Set . Solve the SCUC problem for each
DISCOwith as the design variables and the values
of from the previous iteration.
Step 3: Solve the SCUC problem for ISO with as
design variables and the values of obtained in Step
2.
Step 4: Use (16) and (17) to check the inner loop conver-
gence. If they are not satisfied, return to Step 2 for the next
iteration; otherwise, go to Step 5:

(16)

(17)

Step 5: Check the following necessary-consistency (18)
and sufficient (19) stopping criteria for the outer loop. If
they are not satisfied, go to Step 6; otherwise, the con-
verged optimal result is obtained and the solution proce-
dure stops.
Necessary-consistency condition:

(18)

Sufficient condition:

(19)

where is the objective function of the independent
system .
Step 6: Set and update the values of multipliers

and using (20) and (21):

(20)

(21)
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Fig. 5. Six-bus test system with two active distribution grids.

where the coefficient is necessary to be equal or larger
than one in order to get the converged optimal results. This
method for updating Lagrangian multipliers is proven to
converge to the optimal solution in [20].
Step 7: Set , and return
to Step 2.

Note that in the inner loop process of this algorithm, the
penalty multipliers are fixed, and only and need
to be updated. Such process helps to improve the accuracy of the
final results, especially when we do not have a good initial guess
for the shared variables between the systems. Also, in practice,
the following stopping criteria may be added to the inner and
outer loops in order to avoid facing the dead loop:

(22)

(23)

where and are the maximum allowable number of inner
and outer loops iterations, respectively. Suppose in a case, the
inner loop stops because of the number of maximum iterations
and before reaching the pre-specified threshold. The process of
updating penalty multipliers in the outer loop and going back to
the inner loop will control the entire optimization algorithm to
converge to the optimal results [21].
In the proposed decentralized decision-making framework,

as there are many DISCOs collaborating and communicating
with one ISO, the ISO can be committed as the entity that is
in charge of updating the penalty multipliers and send them to
the DISCOs. It is assumed that the systems are working in a
fair and clear market, and they accept the penalty multipliers
defined by the ISO. However, an active distribution system can
have its own right to refuse the penalty multipliers and can work
in islanded mode without power exchange with the ISO. In this
condition, there is no need to consider this system in the decen-
tralized optimization process.

IV. CASE STUDIES

A six-bus, the modified IEEE RTS 24-bus and IEEE 118-bus
test systems are applied to illustrate the performance of the
proposed hierarchical two-level optimization algorithm for the
SoS-based SCUC. All cases utilize ILOG CPLEX 12.4’s MIQP
solver on a 2.8-GHZ personal computer. Note that we can also
use ILOG CPLEX 12.4’s MIP solver once the quadratic penalty
functions in the problem objectives are piecewise linearized.

TABLE I
GENERATOR DATA

TABLE II
NETWORK INFORMATION

TABLE III
HOURLY LOAD OVER 24-h HORIZON

A. Six-Bus System

The system topology is shown in Fig. 5. The six-bus test
system has 3 generating units, 7 branches, and 3 demand sides in
the transmission system. The characteristics of generating units,
network information, and the hourly load distribution over 24-h
horizon are given in Tables I–III. Two active distribution grids
are connected to the transmission system through buses 3 and 4,
and one passive distribution grid is connected to bus 5. ADG1
consists of 9 buses, 8 distribution lines, 5 loads and 2 DGs. Also
ADG2 includes 7 buses, 6 distribution lines, 4 loads and 2 DGs.
DG unit and network characteristics of the ADGs are shown in
Tables IV and V. The load distribution percent for each bus is
indicated in Fig. 5.
In order to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed algo-

rithm, we consider the following three case studies:
Case 1: Without active distribution grids
Case 2: With active distribution grids, but no network se-
curity
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTED GENERATOR DATA

TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION LINE DATA FOR ADG 1 AND 2

TABLE VI
UC SOLUTION IN CASE 1

TABLE VII
GENERATION DISPATCH (MW) IN CASE 1

Case 3: With active distribution grids and network security
Case 1: In this case, there is no DG in the system and all dis-

tribution grids are passive, which are modeled as the constant
(forecasted) loads connected to buses 3, 4 and 5. The conven-
tional centralized SCUC problem is solved to find the optimal
operating point of the system. Table VI shows hourly ON/OFF
states of the units. The generation dispatch is listed in Table VII.
During the off-peak load, unit 2 which is an expensive unit, is
not committed, and when it is within the peak hours, this unit is
scheduled to be ON. The total operating cost is $65 414.44.
Case 2: As shown in Fig. 5, two ADGs are connected to the

transmission system through buses 3 and 4, respectively. Ac-
cording to the SoS concept, the ISO and each DISCO are mod-
eled as the independent systems. The power transferred between
the ISO and DISCOs are limited by the capacity of the line con-
necting the systems together. The initial value for
( , and ); and convergence thresholds ,
and are set to 0.01, 0.001, and 0.001, respectively. The de-
centralized SoS-based SCUC is applied to find the optimal op-
erating point of the transmission system and ADGs. Notice that

Fig. 6. Power exchange between ISO and ADG1 at hours (a) 1, (b) and 19.

Fig. 7. Power exchange between ISO and ADG2 at hours (a) 11, (b) and 18.

TABLE VIII
UC SOLUTION IN CASE 2

in this case, the transmission and distribution network security
is not taken into account. In other words, it is a UC problem in-
corporating ADGs.
After 6 outer loop iterations, the converged optimal power

exchange is obtained. As the examples, Fig. 6 shows the shared
variable (amount of power exchange (MW)) between ISO and
DISCO1 at hours 1 and 19; and Fig. 7 depicts the shared variable
(amount of power exchange (MW)) between ISO and DISCO2
at hours 11 and 18 in each outer loop iteration. Table VIII shows
the ON/OFF states of each generating unit, and the generation
dispatch is depicted in Table IX. The highlighted values in these
tables show differences between the UC and generation dispatch
of Case 2 and that of Case 1. In the off-peak hours, the expen-
sive generating units, unit 2 of transmission system and DG1 of
ADG1 andDG2 of ADG2, are OFF.When it is around peak load
hours, unit 2 of transmission system andDG1 of ADG1 is sched-
uled to beON but DG2 of ADG2which is very expensive should
stay OFF. The operating costs of ISO, DISCO1, and DISCO2
are $46 113.62, $6434.28, and $6960, respectively; and the total
system operating cost is $59 507.90. Compared with the cost
($65 414.44) of Case 1, the total operating cost is reduced due
to incorporation of cheap DG units in the SCUC problem. As
the network capacity is not considered in Case 2, the lines 1–2
and 4–6 in ADG2, and the tie-line connecting the transmission
grid to ADG2 are overloaded according to the generation dis-
patches obtained in this case.
Case 3: In order to meet the network security for each in-

dependent system, the capacity limit of lines is considered in
this case. Using the initial values ( ,
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TABLE IX
GENERATION DISPATCH (MW) IN CASE 2

TABLE X
UC SOLUTION IN CASE 3

and ); and setting the values 0.01, 0.001, and 0.001
for the convergence thresholds , and , respectively, the
proposed SoS-based SCUC is implemented. The algorithm con-
verges after 5 outer loop iterations. TheUC schedule for the gen-
erating units of each independent system is shown in Table X.
The generation dispatch is listed in Table XI. The highlighted
values in Tables X and XI show differences between these tables
and Tables VIII and IX. Compared with case 2, to remove the
congestion on the lines 1–2 and 4–6 in ADG2, and the tie-line
connecting the transmission grid to ADG2, unit 2 is scheduled
to be OFF in hours 13–15 and 18–19, and DG2 of ADG2, which
is an expensive generation source, is committed ON from hour
11 to 22. The operating costs of ISO, DISCO1, and DISCO2
are $44 817.94, $6434.28, and $9670, respectively; and the total
system operating cost is $60 922.22 which is $1414.5 more than
that in Case 2, and $4492.2 less than that in Case 1.
Notice that in order to check the validity of the results of

the proposed decentralized optimization algorithm, both Cases
2 and 3 are also solved considering the entire power system as a
single system and applying centralized optimization algorithm.
Its results are same as those shown in Tables VIII–XI, which are
obtained based on the decentralized optimization algorithm.

B. Modified IEEE-RTS 24-Bus System

Amodified IEEE-RTS 24-bus test system is used to study the
SOS-based SCUC. The transmission network has 10 generators
and 34 lines, and it encompasses 8 passive distribution grids,
and 9 independent active distribution grids connected to buses

TABLE XI
GENERATION DISPATCH (MW) IN CASE 3

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, and 19. The total 25 distributed generators
are installed near to the load centers in ADGs. The peak load of
1,869 MW occurs at hour 11. The system input data is given in
Appendix B. Set the initial values
( and ), and pick the values 0.01, 0.001,
and 0.001 for the convergence thresholds , and , respec-
tively. The algorithm takes 5 s to obtain the optimal results after
5 outer loop iterations. Table XII shows the ON/OFF states of
the generating units. Generating unit 3 of the ISO is a very ex-
pensive unit and is committed to be OFF all over the operating
time horizon. Unit 4 which is an expensive unit is only com-
mitted to be ON when the load is near the peak. Also, DGs 4 of
DISCO2, 3 of DISCO3, 2 of DISCO6, 4 of DISCO7, and 2 of
DISCO9 are very expensive and are scheduled to be OFF over
24 h in this case. The operating cost of each independent system,
ISO and DISCOs, is depicted in Table XIII. The total operating
cost of the SoS-based power system is $463 729.80.

C. Modified IEEE 118-Bus System

A modified IEEE 118-bus test system, as a relatively large
power system, is used to study the proposed SoS-based SCUC
algorithm. The system has 30 independent active distribution
grids each of which is operated by a DISCO. Also 61 inactive
distribution grids are also connected to the transmission net-
work. The initial values of , and ( and

) are set to be 1. The decentralized decision-making
algorithm takes 2 min to converge to an optimal solution after
7 outer loop iterations. Table XIV depicts the total operating
cost of the entire SoS-based power system which is $1 257 170.
To check the validity of the results, the centralized algorithm is
also implemented and the total operating cost is $1 254 586. The
difference between the operating costs obtained by these two al-
gorithms is 0.2% which is acceptable. Although the SoS-based
decentralized algorithm could result in a slight increase in op-
erating cost, it needs a limited information to be exchanged be-
tween the independent systems which can meet the privacy of
the systems.
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TABLE XII
UC SOLUTION FOR IEEE-RTS 24-BUS SYSTEM

TABLE XIII
OPERATING COST OF ISO AND DISCOS

TABLE XIV
OPERATING COST OF SOS-BASED POWER SYSTEM

V. CONCLUSION

Incorporation of generation sources of active distribution
grids in power systems operation enhances the economic and
security in restructured power systems. As the transmission
and distribution grids are utilized by different system operators
in the electricity market, making a collaborative and optimal
operation among these systems is an important problem. In this
paper, the power system was modeled as a system of systems,
in which the ISO and each DISCO were autonomous and
independent systems. And, a decentralized decision-making
framework was proposed to find the optimal SoS based SCUC
schedule for ISO and DISCOs. In order to solve the problem,
a hierarchical optimization algorithm was presented taking
into account the shared variables/information between the
independent systems. The numerical tests on a six-bus and
an IEEE-RTS 24-bus test systems showed the accuracy and

Fig. 8. Piecewise linear approximation of the quadratic penalty function.

convergence performance of the proposed algorithm. The
hourly results of day-ahead market verified that considering
the DG units in SCUC problem improves the market efficiency
in terms of economic and security issues. Consequently, this
decentralized decision-making framework can facilitate the
participation of active distribution grids into the market.
In this paper, the dispatchable DGs like gas turbines and

diesel generators are studied, and we have not discussed the
generation uncertainty of renewable energy sources like wind
turbines and solar PVs. Our future work will incorporate the
uncertainty of non-dispatchable renewable energy sources into
this SoS-based decentralized SCUC problem.

APPENDIX A

Assume the quadratic penalty function used in (13). In each
iteration of the solution procedure, the multipliers and , and
the value of PD are known, and PG is the only variable in this
penalty function. Thus, this convex quadratic penalty function
can be piecewise linearized in each iteration using the following
steps:

Step 1: Find the minimum point of the curve by
.

Step 2: The convex penalty function is approximated
by a set of piecewise linear functions. Fig. 8 shows an
example of the piecewise linear approximation in which
the convex penalty function between
and is divided into six segments rep-
resented by straight lines. The negative and positive
superscripts are respectively used for the left and right
hand sides of the minimum point on the curve. The
pseudo power generated by DISCO at the th breakpoint
is represented by . And the power dispatched
at segment is which is between zero and

. The incremental cost at segment
is . Thus, the penalty
function can be replaced as .

The above linearization process needs to be implemented at
each time interval in each iteration. A similar procedure can be
applied to linearize the penalty function of (14).
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TABLE XV
HOURLY LOAD OVER 24-h HORIZON

TABLE XVI
ISO GENERATOR DATA

TABLE XVII
DISTRIBUTED GENERATOR DATA

APPENDIX B

The general information about IEEE 24-bus transmission
system is given in [22]. The other input data used in the case
studies is listed in Tables XV–XVII.
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